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Reconstruction, repairs or renovations of housing that may be of substandard. 

Incremental housing development and opportunities for additional income creation for

households.

Cross-sell opportunities for the long-term insurance business.

Home improvements and gentrification towards creating sustainable human settlements. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to understand the conditions of the microfinance sector in South

Africa, with particular focus on housing microfinance within the affordable housing space. Core

focus is on understanding the role of banks in the financing of affordable housing, the growth of

housing microfinance in South Africa (looking at market players and product types as well as the

challenges that are faced by housing microfinance institutions), alternative tenure solutions that

would ideally support accessibility to housing supply for the low to middle income households as

well as technology-based financing models that can assist and support access to finance for such

households in these income segments. In understanding the state of the microfinance sector,

opportunities can be identified that would allow for down market penetration for both access to

housing as well as access to housing finance for a segment of the market where demand for

housing is high and a backlog exists, the supply of housing does not meet the demand, and the

supply of end user financing is limited. 

The role of financial services as well as its systems as it relates to addressing the financing of

affordable housing for the middle and low-income segments, has fallen short in serving the need

for alternative financing methodologies. Many households in this segment have employed methods

such as incrementally building their homes over years in order to fulfil this need and this

incremental housing financing lies at the heart of informal financing and micro lending. It is apparent

that low-income households require, and currently use, a mix of financial services that include

savings, transaction, credit and insurance.

In South Africa, there are over 2 000 microfinance institutions registered with the National Credit

Regulator (NCR). It is evident that over the years the microfinance industry has grown, even though

it had previously been viewed as an expensive and unsecured lending space. Within these years

we have also seen innovative products coming out of this sector with the aim of serving the

underserved low income earning market segment and it continues to grow with opportunities for

housing development funding for low-income households. 

As housing is a target asset for many low-income households to add to their portfolio of assets,

suitable financing solutions have not always been available. Housing microfinance has the potential

to serve many middle to low income households. A series of small short-term loans can fund these

steps in this progressive housing process with payments that are affordable to these households.

Housing microfinance can also be used for:
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Appropriate Market Targeting 

Diversification of financial product offering

Additional Non-Financial and Financial Services

Alternative tenure solutions for thought for South Africa

Alternative funding models that allow for phased loans repayment could be the suitable alternatives for the low to

middle income households who aspire to home ownership, who don’t necessarily desire to use mortgages as a

method of finance. It is becoming a clear reality that alternative tenures need to be part of the financing

considerations for housing finance specifically for the households that still need to develop their profiles for securing

home loans. Alternative models include the rent-to-own model and the instalment sale agreement model. Tech-based

financing models. 

Tech-based housing financing models

This is an open opportunity for innovative financial services institutions to develop new products that could enable

housing finance for low-income households. India for example has begun to lead this innovation by creating models

of finance for low-income households which are able to adequately identify, assess and monitor borrowers in the

informal sector. Some digital models are currently being utilised in various jurisdictions in the Indian and Indonesian

market which Africa could potentially adopt for its low-income earning households. This can include: Peer-to-peer

and Fintech consumer finance and lending (eg. Square Yard and Gradana), digital banks (eg. Digibank), and

technology in housing finance operations (eg. Aviom India Housing Finance). 

To this end, the advent of microcredit in South Africa is relatively recent, yet the industry has already experienced

significant growth and consolidation. The market continues to absorb lessons from successes and failures and

appears to be progressing toward a sustainable maturity phase. Organizations offering microcredit in South Africa

should give the following areas careful consideration: 
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The South African banking sector saw the first rise of affordable housing market lenders in the period between 1980 and

1990, however during this period, the interest rates soared to levels where many households defaulted on their loan

repayments. We believe it was this era that led financial institutions to conclude that lower income households pose a

greater commercial risk than higher income households due to the inelasticity of their disposable income. Moreover, the

political context in the late 1980s also impacted on the default rates in some areas with bond boycotts, or threats to the

banks and group actions in the communities which made foreclosure impossible for the institutions to evict on non-

performing loans. By 1994, the affordable housing finance sector was marred by large banks having substantial non-

performing mortgage loans. They were also unable to obtain possession on these 49 000 – 50 000 properties (Porteius

and Naicker, 2003). As a result of this, mortgage lenders began regarding the township mortgages as unsecured loans

and while the causality of these defaults varied, affordability was the main reason for defaulting. Banks have often

expressed the challenge of asset allocating short-term deposits for long-term funding into low-income housing which

carried higher risk profiles. Interestingly, the low-income households had equally mirrored the view of financial institutions

lending under the basis of long-term mortgage, as households preferred to own their homes without the fears of

foreclosures . 

The reasons provided in a study on the role of banking by Shakantu and Evans (2005) was that low-income households

found the interest rate charges would be prohibitive given their risk profiles, and this would also expose households into

repossessions of their homes if they default¹. Another key impediment on affordability is the inadequate supply in the low

cost and affordable market segments. Appropriate housing typology is not being produced at the right price for the low

to lower middle and middle income households income levels. A total of 45 000 newly built housing units were delivered

across the top 20 municipalities in South Africa in 2019 to 2020, whilst the deeds registry in 2019 showed that, in this

same period, a total of 56 600 new residential properties came onto the deeds registry, of which 55 percent were valued

at less than R600 000. Between 2018 and 2019, 2 284 social housing rental units were completed². This is an indication

of the gap, where the demand exists, however, what has been delivered to date, is far from achieving the required

delivery to meet the demand gap of over 2 million houses. To bring a more coordinated resolve into financing of the gap

market supply and demand for affordable housing, the Human Settlements Development Bank (HSDB) Bill has been

drafted, which will see the consolidation of the three housing development finance institutions (DFIs)³. National Treasury

has approved the new HSDB’s operating model, which will aim to incorporate and direct the delivery of development

finance across the human settlements value chain. 

¹ 1nternational Journal of Strategic Property Management, The role of banks in the provision of low-income housing finance in South Africa (2006),10 23-

381 

² Department of Human Settlements (2019). Annual Report 2018-2019.

³ This includes the consolidation of National Urban Reconstruction and Housing Agency (NURCHA) and the Rural Housing Loan Fund (RHLF) into the

National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC)
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The role of financial services as well as its systems as it relates to

addressing the financing of affordable housing for the middle and low-

income segments, has fallen short in serving the need for alternative

financing methodologies. Many households in this segment have

employed methods such as incrementally building their homes over years

in order to fulfil this need and this incremental housing financing lies at the

heart of informal financing and microlending. There has been an observed

growth in developing countries in adopting the Bangladesh founded

Graemeene concept of banking the unbanked and low-income market. 

As indicated by the South African Reserve Bank, South Africa has five

major banks, 19 registered banks, four mutual banks, four co-operative

banks, 16 local branches of foreign banks, and 30 foreign banks with

approved local representative offices⁴. As at the end of the first half of

2020, there were 15 banks offering residential mortgage loans to the

housing sector⁵. Housing microfinance institutions have also made entry

into resolving the housing finance market gap in the country. 
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⁴ South African Reserve Bank (2020). Selected South African Banking Sector Trends. May 2020

⁵ South African Reserve Bank (2020). Banks BA900 Economic Returns for May 2020. (13-07-2020)

Microfinance continues to grow, being supported by credit bureaus which are regulated by the National Credit

Regulator (NCR). As at the end of 2019, there were 7.3 million microfinance loans outstanding with loan agreements of

more than R20 000 each. These loans vary from consumer loans to house improvement loans. There are formations of

new microlenders offering “housing microfinance,” these institutions are funded by the Rural Housing Loan Fund, which

has now merged with the National Housing Finance Cooperation (NHFC), which will form part of the new Human

Settlements Bank. 

The most significant use of low-income household finances is geared towards unexpected events such as funerals,

serious injury/illness and being a victim of crime. Savings tend to be used for transactions rather than a means for long-

term investments. There is a socio-financial capital that exists, which supports the household financial needs during

times of hardship – this is personal relationships that can be called on to help meet unexpected expenditures. Often

times from neighbours , stokvels, or from family who are in the middle to higher income earning segment. 

It is apparent that low-income households require, and currently use, a mix of financial services that include savings,

transaction, credit and insurance, yet there are few formal institutions providing these services to the poor, particularly

savings and access to credit. 
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The discussions around microfinance institutions continue to grow in

terms of tailoring financial solutions for the needs of the poor. There has

been growth in the number of institutions registered who are non-deposit

taking but are issuers of short-term consumer type of credit lines. The

difficult discussions have been around the solutions for housing

ownership in areas such as housing financing. With the advent of

incremental housing development, housing finance loans complementary

are being developed. 
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 ⁶ Southern Africa Regional Poverty Network (2005) “Micro-Finance For Poverty Alleviation: Towards A Pro-Poor Financial Sector”

www.sarpn.org.za/documents/d0001107/P1238-ANC_ETC_Feb2005.pdf
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Below is an economic pyramid of incomes and the financial institutions that serve each level⁶

Figure 1:  Economic pyramid and related financial institutions 



Reconstruction, repairs or renovations of housing that may be of substandard. 

Incremental housing development and opportunities for additional income creation for households.

Cross-sell opportunities for the long-term insurance business.

Home improvements and gentrification towards creating sustainable human settlements. 

 

There are over 2 000 microfinance institutions registered in South Africa with the National Credit Regulator (NCR).

There are industry bodies such as the MicroFinance South Africa(MFSA) which was established in 1996 to ensure the

sustainability of the sector. The organisation currently represents over 1 100 Microfinance Credit Providers offices

registered with the NCR. 

It is evident that over the years the microfinance industry has grown, even though it had previously been viewed as an

expensive and unsecured lending space. Over the years we have seen innovative products coming out of this sector

with the aim of serving the underserved low income earning market segment and it continues to grow with

opportunities for low-income households. 

As housing is a target asset for many low-income households to add to their portfolio of assets, suitable financing

solutions have not always been available. Housing microfinance has the potential to serve many middle to low income

households. As we have previously learned, these households may neither want nor can afford a large, long-term

traditional mortgage to purchase a developer-built complete unit, are unable to access or afford a loan that enables

them to build a complete house at one go or fear risks associated with repossession of their assets from long-term

debt financing. Instead, these households tend to build progressively and incrementally, by acquiring and upgrading

title to a lot, building a makeshift shelter, replacing this makeshift shelter with permanent materials and expanding it,

and lobbying government for services. A series of small short-term loans can fund these steps in this progressive

housing process with payments that are affordable to these households. Housing microfinance can also be used for:

3.1 Market players and product types

The proportion of capital allocated by microfinance institutions to housing finance is smaller relative to consumer type

loans, even though there is evidence indicating that a significant portion of the consumer microfinance loans are

applied to housing needs. The small allocation of capital into housing finance is an indication of the associated need

for larger sums of loan values, longer term of funding and risk mitigating models that would assist in recollecting these

loan advances. 
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Xtenda - https://xhf.co.za :

Housing Finance is a full-service, end to end lending, design, and construction company. Aim is

to become a leading provider of affordable housing finance and cost-effective construction,

enabled through smart technology, across South Africa to ensure families and communities

build decent shelter, enhance asset creation, enhance borrower income and provide an

innovative financing and product solution. 
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Table 1: Housing microfinance institutions in South Africa

INSTITUTION TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Over 2000 registered with the NCR - Regulated through the National Credit Act

Non-Bank

Microfinance

Institutions

Credit Only

Not focused on housing lending, a sizable percentage of loans allocated into housing

purposes. More than 2 000 institutions registered. DirectAxis is one of the examples in

this space. 

Origins in microcredit for small, medium and micro enterprises (SMME); housing the next

progression. Individual loans for those with secure tenure. Only used for housing if related

to enterprise.

Housing Focused 

MFIs :

Mostly facilitated by housing focused DFIs such as the Rural Housing Loan Fund (RHLF)

and National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC). A high proportion of loans focused on

housing. Listed below are some of these institutions:

Lendcor - https://lendcor.co.za

Provider of affordable loans against the building equipment and materials required to build,

renovate, or repair their homes.

Real People - https://www.realpeople.co.za

Is a home improvements housing finance provider, making the loan provision to hardware

stores directly.

Kuyasa Fund - https://web.facebook.com/Kuyasafund 

Provides housing finance with the goal of improving homes of low-income households. 

iBuild Home Loans - https://ibuildhomeloans.com/ 

 Is an affordable mortgage finance provider, for home renovation and back-room building

finance. 

uMastandi - https://www.tuhf.co.za/introducing-umastandi 

provides mortgage loans, training and mentorship to rental property entrepreneurs in

South African townships

Co‐operatives and Stokvels Co‐operatives governed by co‐operatives policies and regulated by NCR providing credit

facilities to members. Individual loans for housing are often a coincidental focus.

IsiDuli - https://isiduli.africa/ :

Builds backyard rooms for HomeOwners in the township. Provide a three phased

approach to maximizing your backyard. Access to credit, -Build solution and Rental

management
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There are various forms of microfinance products tailored for housing. These products often come with varied terms

and compliance requirements to safeguard the risks associated with lending into the sector. 

TYPE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE SIZE TERM

Savings‐backed

housing microloans

Housing‐specific

developmental credit 

 Low ‐income housing

loans 

Small and medium SME

Loans

Kuyasa Fund savings‐
backed housing

microloan, requiring a 3

to 6 month savings

period.

Unlikely to exceed 

R20 000
7‐60 months

Short‐term loans

As above, except loan is

preceded by a specified

savings period to

demonstrate ability to

repay. Savings may be

held as collateral during

the term of the loan.

Small cash loans

from Banks and MFIs 

Regulated by NCA:

Not to exceed 

R8 000.

Regulated by NCA: < 6

months

Credit facilities / card

Loans of up to 6 months

in duration, unspecified

use. 

Credit Cards, store card Unregulated. No Limit Unregulated. <12 months

Credit cards, store

cards with

predetermined credit

limits on a revolving

credit basis. 

Use is limited to housing

purposes, including

purchase, development

and renovation of housing.

Majority applied to housing,

small leakage into other

categories of expenditure. 

Housing‐focused MFIs 

(e.g. Lendcor, Kuyasa

and Real People) 

Ranges between 

R 250 000 – R1.2million

Unregulated: 7-60

months

Unsecured credit facilities

Most common form of

microfinance.

Unspecified use. No

constraints on application

to housing. 

Provided by almost all

credit providers in one

form or another,

including banks, MFIs

and community groups. 

Unlikely to exceed 

R 250 000 

1-60 months

Finance fully or partially

secured by attached assets,

e.g. accumulated pension /

provident fund withdrawal

benefits, title deeds, fixed or

movable property or joint

signatories.

Secured loans

Pension and provident

fund‐ backed housing

loans (all major banks,

many MFIs)

Ranges between

R250 000 – R1.2 million
1-30 years
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Table 2: Types of microfinance products 
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TYPE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE SIZE TERM

Debit cards

Mechanism for accessing

capital in a bank account,

such as the balance of

approved loan or salary.

Relies on positive balance

in account.

Loans from family &

friends, informal lenders

& employers. Very little

spent on housing. 

Lendcor Maestro Debit

Card N/A
Variable depending on

agreement

Various consumption

loans

Not regulated. 
Unregulated: 30‐90 days

Informal loans
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3.2  The challenges for housing microfinance institutions

Housing microfinance has been a key and leading financier providing funding for incrementally built

housing opportunities. The growing recognition of this opportunity has had large financial services

players soliciting ways of being investors or lenders into the space over the years. However, there has

to be a more deliberate intent by the regulating authorities and policy makers, to integrate it into

mainstream primary affordable housing finance and delivery, instead of it being positioned as a

‘second‐best’ in low‐income housing provision, as is the case at present. Unless this can take place,

the impact will continue being limited as being that of incremental improvements and other

experimental housing‐focused lending programme, instead of it being focused on newly built modular

type homes, which can be incrementally built on serviced stands.    

The option of integrating housing microfinance into mainstream lending affords households an

opportunity to choose their housing finance option. This could be an option for households who are

unable or unwilling to access housing using mortgage finance, or secured finance such as pension‐
backed loans. For many households who earn a lower income, they may be ineligible for or not

interested in mortgage finance due to the risk of repossession, their age, low or irregular incomes. As

such we have seen Stokvel group formations such as oGatyeni with the focus on addressing these

impediments of long-term indebtedness to the banks at unaffordable interest rates. These groups

work on a group savings model instead. The view held, of housing microfinance being a space filler

for the lack of mortgage finance penetration is a limited view of the impactful role that housing

microfinance can play. 

Besides the management of the perception and classification of the product offerings to mainstream

are the challenges which are structural and economical in nature, Some of these are outlined below:

3.2.1  Increased barriers to market entry

The establishment of the National Credit Act (NCA) was for the protection of consumers from over

indebtedness. Its provisions have been helpful in ensuring that the NCR safeguards the principles of

responsible lending by institutions. With this came additional operational costs for microfinance

lenders with more stringent controls. This drove an increase in consolidation among the second‐ and

third‐tier institutions, in microfinance and a reduction in the number of third‐tier financial institutions

over time. Accordingly many housing microfinance lenders have also sought to merge and partner

with other institutions in order strengthen their compliance abilities from growth. 

Though the requirements of the NCA in relation to systems, procedures and staffing capacity

required meeting due diligence criteria, it should also be viewed as advancement to the regulation of

the sector. There sector would need to continue lobbying for support funding in setting up of new

Microfinance Institutions (MFIs), as these would require substantial capital to finance their operating

costs, during the early phases of growth of their loan books.

12Housing Microfinance
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3.2.2  Access to capital 

In earlier years, before the international subprime crisis, many market players previously found greater availability of

wholesale finance facilities from a much wider grouping of players. The African continent has seen growth in the

preferred trend by international impact investors seeking opportunities for investment in short-term opportunities in

the Fintech, Microfinance for SMMEs and housing finance by default (in most instances) and not by design, with

profitable returns. Microfinance, unsecured lending has been a preferred lending space in the continent for these

investors, winning them both impact on social impact as well profits in short-term period. 

  

Below is an illustration of some of the means and ways capital flows into the retail finance space. 
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3.2.3 Household indebtedness, impairments and default 

High levels of indebtedness is one of the key impediments to home ownership for most low-income households.

Notwithstanding the positive implications of the NCA on regulation and protection of households on consumer

credit exposure, significant problems still exist with the total household credit portfolio in South Africa. Household

debt is reportedly above the 70 percent average, which the average between 1994 and 2021. See figure 2 below. 

There is a high level of indebtedness among lower and middle‐income households, which has been exacerbated

by the push to increase loan portfolios in the previous years with the advent of new short-term finance lenders.

However, more pressing to this pressure has been the experience of the Covid-19 pandemic, where low income

households have been the most impacted with the loss of jobs and reduced incomes for months. 
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With a significant number of incomes still

reduced and no work, no pay interim

measures being invoked,financially

constrained households continue to default

on their debt repayments. Some households

have been unable to reduce their spending

and consequently needed to take more debt

to keep their heads above water.

   Figure 2. Trade economics: Household debt 

Some consumers received short payment holidays from financial institutions, as this may have assisted in the short

term, this would resultantly have an impact in a short to medium term run for consumers with reduced incomes and

those who have lost their jobs.  

The Trade Economics trend analysis shows the rise in over indebtedness comparative to previous years. The

Reserve Bank has kept its Repo Rate unchanged at 3.5 percent, however with inflation and rise in oil prices,

households may continue to feel the pressure on their incomes. 

The rise in household indebtedness is a threat to households who wish to purchase homes via mortgages. To qualify

for a mortgage, the disposable income is important in the credit check process, that it is adequate and customer will

not be drowned by in debt. There are three major risks which low income housing finance institution focus on in

order to keep their assets book in a healthy state for their shareholders , see table below: 

4.1 The four known pillars of housing financing systems 

The four pillars of housing finance are used globally and under each there are various models which we have seen

created to address the needs for housing finance in the case of South Africa, some of these methods have to date not

had the level of market penetration, that would address housing finance needs for the majority of low-income households

who some may fall short of the benefits of government subsidies. 
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4.2       The alternatives for thought 

Alternative funding models that allow for phased-in loans repayment could be the suitable alternatives for the middle

and low income households who aspire to own homes, however without a desire to use mortgages as a method of

finance. It is becoming a clear reality that alternative tenures need to be part of the financing considerations for

housing finance specifically for the households that still need to develop their profiles for securing home loans.  

Housing units that pay market related rentals could attract income seeking investors. The rental housing units would

provide accommodation, with no immediate obligation to a mortgage. This could also be potentially far less sensitive to

the NCA. Large long-term funding would be required, as well as rental management companies to secure rental

collection management.   

4.2.1      Rent–to-own

 The scheme provides buyers who are constrained on their ability to save for a deposit or to secure the traditional

mortgage finance, to secure a home without a substantial deposit payment. The property needs to have a rental or

leasing contract, which outlines an agreed period of time, plus additional payments, and at the end of a set time, the

renter has the chance to buy. 

4.2.2       Instalment sale Agreements

When it comes to an instalment sale agreement, the buyer enters into an agreement with the developers, which

enables the buyer to purchase a property with the payment of instalments over a period of time as per the terms and

conditions of agreement, this being the tenure usually required by the institutional investors from developers. There are

changes in this space where there are impact investors with tenures of 10 – 15 years. The deed under this agreement

remains with the developer until full payment is completed. The buyer also has equity rights and is able to sell the

property. In the case of default, the seller can consider borrowers rights forfeited by terms of contract and past

payments as liquidated damages. Receivables from these contracts can be securitized to raise more capital.

Below are the basic models of housing finance:

Model Mortgage Finance
Specialized Housing

Finance Institutions

Revolving Credit 

Systems
Public Financing

Institutional

Representation

Description of Focus

Commercial 

Banks 

Use customer long-

term deposits for

housing developments 

Building Societies, 

Co-operatives

Operates like a bank,

where the pooled

savings of households

are used for housing

lending. 

Stokvel's and Housing

Microfinance 

Common among low-

income earners.

Savings are pooled

for lending in turns for

housing needs. 

DFI’s and Impact

Funders, Religious

Institutions 

Eg. SHRA, public

funds used to direct

investment into

housing

programmes 
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In development economics, it is understood that a country that advances in its technological progress,

positions itself for growth opportunities in industrialization and economic output per capita. As such, this

would have a resultant impact in the growth and development of financial market systems.

 

McKinsey & Company estimates that the housing finance products provision gap in the global market is at

USD16 trillion. This is an open opportunity for innovative financial services institutions to develop new

products that could enable housing finance for low-income households. India has begun to lead this

innovation by creating models of finance for low-income households which are able to adequately identify,

assess and monitor borrowers in the informal sector. 

Some digital models are currently being utilized in various jurisdictions in the Indian and Indonesian market

which Africa could potentially adopt for its low-income earning households. 

Peer-to-peer and fintech consumer finance and lending

Square Yard - is one of India’s largest assimilated platforms for real estate and mortgages which offers a

combined customer full real-estate journey from searching, home loans, rentals, property management

and other post the sale services for home care and improvement service. 

Gradana - is a fintech peer-to-peer lender, based in Indonesia with a focus on real estate finance. The

start-up targets first-time home buyers who have difficulty saving up for a down payment. It supports them

by amassing agents, investors, developers and financial institutions to make property investments more

reachable and affordable.

Digital retail banks

Digibank – is an example of how the traditional housing financing banks took their financing model and

improved it with technology to offer a reduced cost banking service to its clients. They are currently in

Indonesia and India. 

Technology in housing finance operations

There are housing finance companies and housing microfinance institutions which are leveraging

technology to advance the customer experience as well as simplify their operational models.

Aviom India Housing Finance -  is an India based affordable housing finance company which has

leveraged the use of technology in various areas of their business model. Their focus is primarily to provide

housing finance to low-income earning women from semi-formal and informal segments. They improved

the customer turnaround times for their applications and overall risk management.
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https://www.squareyards.com/
https://www.squareyards.com/
https://gradana.co.id/grakarya
https://www.aviom.in/
https://www.aviom.in/
https://www.aviom.in/


Appropriate Market Targeting - A reverse approach, of first understanding the market

demand and typologies of needs can better inform the various products. Microcredit

providers must clearly identify which group(s) they intend to serve and tailor their product

solutions and loan sizes, margins, interest rates and repayment periods accordingly. There’s a

diverse pool of investors with different expectation of return tenures. Other investors seek

both profits and social impact sub-market type of returns. Finding these types of investors

can assist the institution in creating more people centred products. 

Diversification of financial product offering - The social impact return measures can drive

the creativity of product design teams, in micro lending institutions. In partnership with

developers who own land micro financier can design products in collaboration.  

Additional Non-Financial and Financial Services - low-income households are vulnerable

to unexpected financial events. The low and middle income households, significant portion

incomes of are used to services, monthly living expenditures. Non-financial support for

financial planning is also necessary when credit is being issued to assist in building financial

growth of households on the additional financial services, there is already an existence of

informal methods of savings and insurances developed among members of low and middle

income communities. However, these are often operated for periods of less than one year

and do not accrue on a long-term basis. Organizations offering microcredit should evaluate

borrowers’ access to long-term savings and insurance products and consider offering these

services or partnering with organizations that provide them. 

The The South African microcredit market continues to absorb lessons from its successes and

failures and appears to be progressing toward a sustainable maturity phase. Organizations

offering microcredit in South Africa should give the following areas careful consideration: 
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